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Directing attention towards a particular direction in one sensory mode (e.g. audio) will increase the ease with which objects placed in

that direction are processed even in other sensory modes (e.g. visual), thereby enhancing preferences for such objects. However, this

effect reverses if the sound is negatively-valenced.
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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
Consumers often have to decide between two products located 

adjacent to each other – as for example, on a supermarket shelf. How 
are such decisions, which are based on visually processing the two 
products, influenced by unrelated, non-visual stimuli that may ema-
nate from either lateral direction? Suppose, for example, that you 
are standing in a supermarket aisle, trying to decide between two 
packets of cookies, one placed nearer your right side and the other 
nearer your left. While you are trying to decide, you hear an in-store 
announcement, on your left, about store closing hours. Will this un-
related announcement influence your cookie decision? 

This research seeks to answer such questions by demonstrating 
what we believe is a novel phenomenon: namely, an enhancement in 
product evaluations that are based on visual processing, as a result of 
a spatial match between the product’s location along a lateral dimen-
sion and the location of an external, non-visual stimulus. Thus, in the 
example above, the store announcement from the left (an auditory 
stimulus) should increase the preference for the cookie packet on 
the left. 

According to our theorizing, such phenomena are driven by 
crossmodal links in spatial attention (see Driver and Spence 1998a, 
1998b for a review). Because of such links, when attention in one 
sensory mode is drawn in a particular direction, people find it easier 
to direct attention in another sensory modality towards that direction. 
Thus, an auditory stimulus from a particular direction makes it rela-
tively easier for consumers to process products that are more aligned 
with that general direction. The consequent fluency of processing, 
we argue, should directly influence product evaluations and choice.

In study 1, participants were asked to listen to a news broadcast 
while simultaneously being exposed to pictures of two hotel rooms 
that either appear on the left or right side of a computer screen. The 
key manipulation involved the location of the loudspeaker from 
which the news was broadcast. This speaker was placed either to-
wards the left or right corner of the room. We found that participants 
paid more visual attention to the hotel room on the left (right) of their 
screen if the auditory signal came from their left (right), and that this 
attention bias was reflected in fluency of processing as well as actual 
preference for the room on the corresponding side. 

Study 2 aimed to illustrate the applied implications of our find-
ings by documenting them in a field setting. The study was conducted 
in the context of choosing a product from one of two adjacent vend-
ing machines, both selling soft drinks. A research assistant placed a 
speaker on the top of each vending machine and linked the speakers 
to a notebook computer that was broadcasting a local news bulletin. 
The assistant also adjusted the speaker’s volume control to ensure 
that at any moment in time, only one of the speakers (either the one 
on the right or on the left) was playing at normal volume, while the 
other was muted. We found that consumers were more likely to pur-
chase a drink from the machine placed on the right when the broad-
casting speaker was placed on top of that machine, than when it was 
placed on the one on the left. 

We assumed that consumers might either passively attend to any 
voice or actively choose which voice to attend to. Study 3 aimed to 

investigate whether the latter possibility is true by manipulating the 
valence of voice. Participants either listened to positive or annoying 
music while making an impression of two pictures of restaurants on 
a computer screen. The music, which lasted for 1.5 minutes, either 
came from their left or right side. In positive music condition, we 
replicated the findings of study 1. In annoying music condition, how-
ever, participants paid more visual attention to the restaurant on the 
opposite side to the music and prefer that restaurant to more extent 
than the restaurant on the same side of the music. These results sug-
gested that participants had avoided listening to annoying music and 
that this shift in audio attention had affected their visual attention 
accordingly. 

We assumed that even when participants listen to annoying mu-
sic, they might initially attend to it passively and then consciously 
avoid it in order to cope with their negative feelings elicited by the 
music. If this is the case, their visual attention should also first be 
shifted toward and then away from the music. Study 4 sought to ex-
amine this process. Participants listened to annoying music that either 
came from their left or right side. At the same time, they sequentially 
examined product options of two categories on a computer screen. 
In each category, they examined two options, one on the left and the 
other on the right side of the screen. Participants examined options 
of the first category while listening to music for 20 seconds. Then the 
music stopped, and participants reported their preference and relative 
attention toward each option. After that, the experimenter continued 
to play music, Participants examined options of the second category 
while listening to music for another 20 seconds. Consistent with our 
assumption that participants would first attend to annoying music 
and then avoid it, we found that participants paid more attention to 
the option of the first category on the same side of music but to the 
option of the second category on the opposite side to the music. Their 
actual preference for option was affected accordingly. 

This research represents the first investigation of how attention 
shifts in one sensory mode can influence preferences in another. In 
doing so, not only does this research add to the literature on attention, 
but also to the small but growing body of work illuminating the vital 
role of the senses in shaping product preferences (Elder and Krishna, 
2010; Krishna and Morrin, 2008).
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